RiskMeter Online™
Underwriting automation, consistency, and efficiency—
at your fingertips
With RiskMeter Online, the P&C industry now has on-demand access to comprehensive
natural hazard risk information. Using premium natural hazard data and probability models
from CoreLogic®, this user-friendly tool helps underwriters, brokers, agents, and other
businesses easily assess and price multiple types of natural hazard risk simply by entering
an address or by uploading a book of business.
RiskMeter Online is web-based and doesn’t require costly and time-intensive maintenance
or updates. Yet the tool is easily customized to fit an insurer’s underwriting guidelines and
risk accumulation requirements. Providing over 30 natural hazard risk reports, RiskMeter
leverages the power of PxPoint™, our parcel-level geocoding engine, to provide positionally
accurate property risk assessments.
The combination of parcel-level location accuracy, science, and premium natural hazard
data from CoreLogic helps insurers optimize underwriting quality and make better business
decisions while improving the agent and customer experience.
Write More of the Right Business
The RiskMeter Online user can instantly view premium natural hazard data and scoring
reports online and then choose to save a PDF version. Display maps can be customized by
aerial or street view and, for large parcels with multiple structures, the user has the ability
to assess risk on a specific building or buildings within the parcel. The One Click Ruler
tool allows the user to verify the distance between the structure and any given point on
a map—critical when an exact distance is required from a natural hazard risk.
Building replacement costs and characteristic information such as square footage and
the year built is also available through easy to understand data reports. A Policy Exposure
Module provides real-time insight into the carrier’s existing policies in the area, as well as
the company’s pre-defined exposure limitations.
All this helps increase an underwriter’s responsiveness and speeds up the application
process so that they can write more of the right business.

The ability to quickly screen for natural hazard risk can help insurers streamline
their underwriting process and reduce the sales cycle for agents and brokers.

RiskMeter Online
Key Features:
►►

Affordable, easy to use,
on-line access

►►

Customizable to specific
underwriting guidelines

►►

Aerial photos, one click
measuring, and manual
placement tools

►►

Parcel-level geocoding
from PxPoint

►►

Over 30 natural
hazard reports

►►

Trusted and used
by industry leaders

►►

View display maps
and save PDF reports

►►

Single property or
book of business
batch processing

►►

Available via web browser
or web services

In addition to natural
hazard reports, access
premium tax information
at local levels.

Why Consider CoreLogic?
Increasing catastrophic events and climate change are
challenging the P&C insurance industry to revisit existing
catastrophic risk management and loss adjustment strategies
by improving the overall understanding of all natural hazards.
CoreLogic is dedicated to the science of understanding
natural hazard risk. With a staff of Ph.D.-level scientists,
we have taken risk assessment a step further by developing
a proprietary methodology that assesses the future risk
of a wide range of natural hazards. The RiskMeter Online
user can pinpoint one location, multiple locations, or even
choose to upload a batch file to better understand risk for
one or all of the following types of natural hazards:
►►

Coastal Risk

►►

Wind & Hail Risk

►►

Wildfire Risk

►►

Sinkhole Risk

►►

Flood Risk

►►

Lightning Risk

►►

►► Crime Risk
Fire Protection			

►►

Earthquake Risk

►►

Additionally, we offer premium tax information for all twenty
U.S. states that collect premium tax at local levels. Available
through web services as well as RiskMeter Online, high
quality premium tax data helps insurers accurately identify
the correct premium tax to assign to a given insurance
policy or policies.

And More

RiskMeter Online™ helps improve the agent and customer experience

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 855-267-7027
or Visit corelogic.com/riskmeter
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